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AFTER A FLOOD, HOW MUCH OF YOUR HOME

do you want back?

Protect more with Excess Flood Insurance.

™

1.866.373.5663 | www.wrightflood.com

EXC ES S F L OOD IN SU RAN CE

Protect your family with excess
flood insurance from Wright Flood
For most of us our home is our most valuable investment,
where we keep our most precious possessions.

Why you need
Wright Excess Flood Insurance
• Federal flood insurance policy maximum limits may not protect up to the
replacement cost of your home or contents. Wright Excess Flood offers
flexibility and added protection when NFIP limits are not enough.
• Wright Excess Flood offers extended limits of $750,000 additional for
building and $100,000 more coverage for contents over the limits of your
Wright Flood federal flood insurance policy.* Higher excess flood limits
may be extended with underwriter approval.
• There remains a 1 in 4 chance your home may be damaged by flood, even
if you are mapped into the low-moderate risk flood zone. Don’t be fooled
by a line on the map—everyone has a risk of flooding.

Why Wright Flood

If federal flood coverage is not enough to cover the full
replacement cost of your home and contents, Wright
Excess Flood offers an added layer of protection against
devastating flood loss. Don’t be left to pick up the
financial pieces alone, protect your family with excess
flood insurance from Wright Flood.
For more than 20 years Wright Flood has provided
federal flood insurance, excess flood coverage and
leading industry expertise to protect homes, businesses,
and their contents from flood disasters. But more
important than providing flood policies, at Wright
Flood we take pride in our exceptional claims response,
offering more support, greater flood insurance expertise,
and our ongoing commitment–especially at the time of
flood loss.

™

As the largest provider of federal flood insurance
(NFIP) policies in the U.S., we have been there to
help communities recover from local floods and large
disasters like Katrina, Wilma, Irene and Sandy.
We are there when you need us and we think that’s
the measure of the right relationship.

•W
 right Flood serves your flood insurance needs with over 20 years of
underwriting and compliance experience and proven claims service–
nationwide. We are flood™.
•M
 ore Wright Flood federal flood insurance policies are written through
local insurance agents across the U.S. than any other flood insurance
provider in the National Flood Insurance Program.
•W
 right Flood is the flood insurance industry
leader with flood as our core product.
We are rated A- (Excellent) by A.M. Best
for exceptional strength and service.

Respond Today!
Contact your local Wright Flood agent to get a quote for excess flood
coverage. For more information or to locate your local Wright Flood Agent
visit www.wrightflood.com or contact Flood Marketing at 866-373-5663.

Don’t Delay!
Generally, there is a 30-day waiting period from the receipt of premium until
the policy goes into effect.

(*Federal Flood residential limits are $250,000 for building and $100,000 for contents.)
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